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To                               Date : 10.09.2013 

The Corporate Office (Sales and Marketing) 

Kolkata  

West Bengal  

India 
 

 

Respected Sir,  

 

I would like to state that we are running  a small training center in the field of electronics and instrumentation for 

the needy students. You may  kindly visit our website  www.instrumentationstudy.org and the related link of our 

president, www.nbmanik.in. 

 

In this centre we try to provide some  exposure to some young students and also try to grow a general awareness 
among the common people in the field of electronics and instrumentation.  The activity of this centre will be helpful 

to grow interest of our young students in this field.  So far our activity has been  appreciated by many people. 

To run this centre we  do not  take any such donation.  By providing some services we try to earn some  money 

which we use to run this centre. We have some exposure in this field for a quite a long time. There are many 

services which we may provide on request. One may get some idea about one link of our president, 

http://www.nbmanik.in/consulttancywork.html. We have a small group where we design, fabricate and also survey 

the market of different products. From our market survey we provide information to the respective manufacturer of 

the product regarding its improvement, modification etc. Our suggestion help the manufacturer to get some benefit.  

You are one of the best manufacturer of electric fan. Our survey indicates that there is a requirement from the 

people about this product. . I hope it is also possible for you to fulfill their requirements just by adding one feature 

in your product. If you include this in your product we believe you may get some advantages and also it will be 

more acceptable by the people. If you like you can contact us to discuss about it.  

In case you do not contact we will approach to other manufacturer of this product.  

I hope you will definitely contact us to discuss about this matter.  

With best regards, 

 

Pallab Das ( on behalf of the President) 

 

 

 


